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Hazrat Sultan Bahu Rahmatullah Alaihi says: Every book is a Nukta of the Noor ul Huda [book], Each word of this book
is a Secret of the Secrets of God, Always keep Read More Books TOP Qalide Tohid (kt).

Kalam - 1 - Poem by Sultan Bahu Autoplay next video These false prophets Were never disciples themselves,
But they contrive to make disciples of others. As an act of seeming benefaction, But they swindle their
disciples Of their money and belongings; They fear not the wrath of God, Crooked in their ways, they lose
their footing. In the slippery game of outward love, Say Bahu: They will regret their doings on the day of
judgement 2 Accursed is life in this world; Twice as accursed are they who are attached to it. Those who have
not dedicated their lives to God, Shall suffer the unrelenting blows of destiny. Abominable is this sly world - It
can even prompt a father to kill his own son. Those who have renounced this world, Will enjoy the delights of
the garden That is eternally in bloom. I have seen the whole sectacle of past, present and future Pass before my
eyes. Those who have not realized God will wander, Homeless in this world, destitute in the next. But watch
the lovers dance with ecstasy, As they merge into the oneness of God. What has become of these faces, That
once beamed with youth and vivacity? Love is like musk that cannot stay hidden: Its fragrance cannot but
reveal its presence. Now there is neither nearness nor union. There is no longer a journey to undertake, No
longer a destination to reach. Love attachment, my body and soul, And even the very limits of time and space
Have all dropped from my consciousness. My separate self has merged in the Whole: In that, O Bahu, lies the
secret of the unity that is God! Since then has my heart flowered. With the inner urge to return Home, Giving
me not a moment of calm here on earth. May doom strike this world! It robs souls on their way to God. The
world has never accepted his lovers; They are persecuted and left to cry in pain. He has taught me how to
captivate, The heart of my charming Beloved. He keeps me in his thoughts eternally, He always makes me do
his will. He himself grants me his wisdom, O Bahu, He himself moulds me into his own real Self. Both my
denial that the Creation is real And my embracing of God, the only reality, Have nourished the seedling down
to its core. Constantly it burns in my heart with intense heat, Revealing the mysteries along my path. This fire
of love burns inside me with no smoke, Fueled by my intense longing for the Beloved. My love has brought
me face to face with him. Instead, your learning and scholarship, Have sharpened your greed for worldly
things. Indeed, none but the Saints can kill this inner thief, For it ravages the very house in which it lives.
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Sultan Bahoo was not just any Saint but the most accomplished one of the 17th century. As he is stationed at
the grand status of Sultan-ul-Faqr V. He introduced the Sarwari Qadri branch, an off shot, from the Sufi order
known as Qadri order. Why Sarwari Qadri Order is successful? Simply because Sultan Bahoo introduced into
the world the way to Divine vision and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly Majlis e Mohammadi.
Further, they both originated from Shaikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. He is the 6th in the Sufi order after Sultan
Bahoo. Immediately, when he acceded to the throne of Divine guidance and persuasion he felt innate need to
spread the teachings of Sultan Bahoo. Specifically, to the younger generations through the medium of internet.
As it is very popular among them. It is also a very powerful tool to make them aware of the soul of religion
Islam. Therefore we present the comprehensive research based biography of Sultan Bahoo. This researched
biography also unfolds many hidden aspects of his life with authentic references. Furthermore, it also quotes
his selective teachings from sultan bahoo books. Accordingly he started to perform his duties as a spiritual
guide, Murshid or Shaikh. Since then, as the 31st spiritual guide of Sarwari Qadri order, he has taken
revolutionary steps to make Faqr common. Likewise he performs exceptionally to distribute this treasure
among the umma nation of the beloved holy Prophet. As mentioned before he gives utmost importance to the
teachings of Sultan Bahoo among everything else. That is because his teachings of Faqr are the crux and the
treasure. Under his supervision, devotees are translating, composing and compiling Sultan Bahoo books.
Hence, to date many are published and all this is done for the seekers of Allah. Thus they deduce gems from
these books. It spreads the message of Faqr of Sultan Bahoo in a more organized manner through a proper
channel. Moreover, its basis of formation is the same as the organization of late Sultan-ul-Faqr VI. Tehreek
Dawat-e-Faqr is inviting Pakistanis and foreigners to the path of Faqr in an organized manner. Therefore you
will find open invitation from it to adopt Faqr. For this, one has to attach to this prestigious organization. As
well as invoke and contemplate Ism-e-Allah Zaat to cover stages of Divine closeness and gnosis. Finally, it
leads to beholding Allah and presence in the Mohammadan Assembly. Sultan Mohammad Najib-ur-Rehman
made Faqr common. Importantly he is granting Ism-e-Allah Zaat to Muslims in the world with or without oath
of allegiance bayat. Tehreek Dawat e Faqr launched websites to spread the message of Faqr globally.
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The following is a list of the important works of Sultan Bahu(r.a) that still exist today, and can be traced back to him with
credibility. The 17th century saint, Hazrat Sultan Bahu (r.a) authored over books, of which around 40 are still available.
All of his books are in Per.

It is a collection of quotes and sayings of Hazrat Sultan Bahu r. At the end of this book, Abyat-e-Bahu is given
in punjabi Original text. Hazrat Sultan Bahu ra Language: Urdu Translation Book pages: It contains some
important poetic verses composed by the most revered Hazrat Sultan Bahu ra. These are the verses related to
Sufism and have very deep meaning, which can only be rightly comprehended by saints and persons having
abilities to understand spiritual subjects. This book is an Urdu translation of Divan-e-Bahu. English
Translation Book pages: These are the verses related to Sufism and they possess an extensively deep meaning,
which can only be rightly comprehended by saints and persons having abilities to understand spiritual
subjects. This book is a complete compilation of all the divinely composed Punjabi poems of Hazrat Sultan
Bahu ra. All these poems have been put under the microscope to identify the genuine compositions. The
source and originality of each prose has been fully probed. This book is divided in eight sections in which
explanations regarding spiritual recitations, meditations, spiritual attainments like fana-fi-Muhammed and
Dawat-ul-Qaboor have been given. This book is like having a kamil-murshad. It talks about the procedures of
spiritual recitations zikr exclusive to the Qadria order of Sufism. The importance of strict observance of
Islamic laws has been explained in detail in this book. The only devotee who has sincerely engraved the name
of Allah in his heart can reach the truth of the divine entity. H and Fana Fi Sheikh has been explained. The
procedure of craving and meditating the name of Allah is advocated to be the master key of all problems. The
symptoms of a true disciple and his master have been explained in this book. The immensely important
recitation of Dawat-ul-qaboor has found mention in this book. The hidden spiritual attainments of a true saint
have been explained. Hazrat Faqeer Altaf Hussain Sarwari Qadri ra has provided adequate translation and
thereafter has also given splendid explanation and commentary for all the relevant topics in this book. Risala
Roohi Sharif Writer: Urdu Translation and Farsi Book size: This is a very famous and the most celebrated
handy book. Prior to this book no effort has ever been made to write a book of this stature. This small book
has explanations regarding the secrets of the souls of Sultan-ul-Fuqra, which had till now remained a strongly
guarded divine secret. All initial stages of the birth of the universe are well mentioned in this blessed book. In
this book Hazrat Sultan Bahu ra has revealed his spiritual status. This blessed book can prove to be a very
handy tool for an aspiring devotee who has, despite his best efforts, failed to alight the steps of spirituality.
Through this book he can directly experience and assimilate spiritual energy from Hazrat Sultan bahu ra. This
is an invaluable treasure for saints and devotees from all the spiritual orders and from all the religions. Hazrat
Faqeer Altaf Hussain Sarwari Qadri ra has translated the book and thereafter has also provided absolutely
splendid and enriching explanation of the relevant topics. Of The Spirit Small.
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Sultan Bahoo Books available today are 30, although the total number of Books written by Haq Bahoo are about On this
Hazrat Sultan Bahoo website we have 7 books available for download or read online.

Spiritual Transmission that transcends space-time Speaking of the ability of illuminated beings for spiritual
transmission and guidance transcending space-time limitations, we have an example of an Wali a friend of
God , a saint of specially elevated spiritual rank, one of those who attained God, someone who passed away
from this temporal world more than three hundred years ago, leaving behind gifted writings of such spiritual
magnitude that he could boldly prescribe his writings as enough for seekers of truth to guide them to their
goal. It is also reported by advanced saints of later days of how simply reading, writing the works of the
venerated saint caused spiritual ecstasy and elevated visions. This is what a servant of God who was bestowed
special grace, who wrote about his divinely inspired writings: Entire ranks of the world and the religion, he
will achieve through this book. About obtaining companionship of such personalities of truth, God commands
in the Scripture, "O you who have faith! Be mindful of your duty to God, and be with the being of truth
swadiqin. He is one of the most popular saint in Indian-Sub Continent. The characteristics of the name has
multidimensional qualitative features. It has been seen and experienced by many a true seeker that by simply
mentioning or hearing his name, the seeker has gone into ecstasy proclaiming Ya Hu Haqq Bahu. You may
read details of his life and biography from Biography of Sultan Bahu. Esoterically, Hazrat Sultan Bahu was
initiated by the Prophet Muhammad himself, profound peace and blessings be upon his soul. He received
instructions and spiritual guidance from the fountain head of all lights himself and was accepted as a child of
light in the court of Hazrat Bibi Fatima, the lady of light and her husband Ali. In one treatise Sultan Bahu
refeers to this esoteric initiation as: Esoteric initiation in the life of the saint was experienced on two
occasions. In his own words, "Once in my youth a very handsome and awe-inspiring person on horseback
approached me. He held my hand and asked me to accompany him. I asked him who he was. All the Prophets,
companions, the four successors together with the Paak Panjetan the immaculate five were present. This was a
most illustrious court, heavenly in nature, full of light and tranquility. The Holy Prophet was seated above all
the others bestowing light and blessings like a shining star. The Holy Prophet was very much pleased to see
me and putting me on his lap initiated me as his spiritual son. Thereafter all the Holy Personalities present in
the assembly did likewise putting me on their laps. The second initiation took place in the years of maturity.
Second time too, he was present in the court of the Holy Prophet. Imam Ali and the Holy Prophet asked me to
stretch forth my hands. Taking both my hands into his, the Holy Prophet initiated me and I was blessed with
his special Tawajjuh spiritual attention , love, care and barakah blessings. After being blessed by the greatest
Saint, all the holy personalities in the assembly blessed me with their spiritual light and barakah. The Prophet
then addressed me that I should guide the true seekers to the Path of Allah. So this is a very tiny glimpse of
who Sultan Bahu is. Authority and Power of Saints continue beyond the shores of life and death In Islam,
wilayat, the condition of wali, refers uniquely to the gnostic station of a person. The station of a wali is the
station of knowledge of the Real by direct witnessing. It is a well known fact that in the temporal world, an
officer loses his powers after retirement or on death, but not so for the saints of Allah. In the spiritual world
the powers of the saints of Allah remain as good as they were in their lifetime. Just as they illuminated the
hearts and the minds of the people during their lifetime, so too, after their taking veil from the temporal world,
they continue to illuminate the seekers after truth. One should not be surprised by such occurrences. He
penned a great number of treatises under divine inspirations ilham. The following is a list of the important
works of Sultan Bahu that still exist today, and can be traced back to him with credibility: In this age of
difficulty in finding a perfect spiritual master Due to simplicity, and effectively of these works, one is almost
obliged to think that this great holy personality knew through intuition that there will be a time like the
present, when it will be difficult to find a perfect spiritual master. This is the reason, perhaps, why Hazrat
Sultan Bahu clothed his spiritual treasure and barakah in the shape of his books. It influences the seekers so
much so that he is strengthened in his resolve for higher knowledge. Your living and dying should be for Allah
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alone. To him attainment to Allah is the goal and reality. His writings give a clear insight into the reality and
the realm of Sharia, Tariqat, Haqiqat and Marifah of Allah. Although employed in simple language, he has
recounted and explained, the extreme ends of the different exalted and sublime phases and stations of Marifa
and Faqr. In the opinion of Faqir Nur Muhammad Sarwari Qaderi, a later day saint who said "I have read
many a book by well known scholars and sufis - past and present - but the effects, barakah and esoteric
knowledge which I have found in the writings of Sultan Bahu is not to be found in any other works. Allah is
my witness. It seems that the soul and spirituality of Sultan Bahu is running through the pages of his works.
Just by mere pursual, one is elevated to a state of ecstasy. Sometimes the reader without any effort or spiritual
exercise reaches the state of inner inspiration and spiritual visions. May Allah reward all who made this
possible. I am mentioning the benefits of each title, most of which were mentioned by the Saint himself in his
writings as quoted from the original site. If you experience error in loading by clicking on the link below, then
copy this address, http: But the seeker in study of the book must be truth in devotion, bashful and well
mannered.
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Sultan Bahu (Urdu: Ø³Ù•Ù„Ø·Ø§Ù† Ø¨Ø§Û•Ù•Ùˆ â€¬ â€Žâ€Ž; also spelled Bahoo; ca ) was a Sufi mystic, poet, and
scholar active mostly in the present-day Punjab province of Pakistan. He belonged to Qadiri Sufi order, and founded the
mystic tradition known as Sarwari Qadiri.
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â€¢ *- Malfuzat Hazrat Sultan Bahu (r) â€¢ *- Hazrat Sultan Bahu Â® Punjabi Poetry â€¢ *- Makhzanul Asrar
(SultanulOrad) â€¢ *- Hazrat Sultan Bahu Â® Books In English Language â€¢ *- Irfan (Volume 2) / Irfaan - 2 â€¢ *- Irfan
(Volume 2) / Irfaan - 2 â€¢ *- Audios & MP3 Poetry Bahu (r) â€¢ *- Abiyaat e Bahoo Haq Bahu (jhang Punjab) are the
direct descendent of Hazrat Ali (ra).

Chapter 7 : Books of Hazrat Sultan Bahu
Death before Dying: The Sufi Poems of Sultan Bahu and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn
more Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

Chapter 8 : Sultan Bahu - Wikipedia
Simply because Sultan Bahoo introduced into the world the way to Divine vision and presence in the Mohammadan
Assembly (Majlis e Mohammadi). Sultan Bahoo calls his teachings Faqr. In the first place, Sultan Bahoo titled the
teachings of the Sarwari Qadri order 'Faqr' and not mysticism or spirituality.

Chapter 9 : Risala-e-Roohi pdf by Sultan Bahu - freebooksmania-Urdu books pdf
Sultan Bahu was born in Shorkot, Jhang in the current Punjab Province of Pakistan. More than forty books on Sufism
are attributed to him, mostly in Persian, and largely dealing with specialised aspects of Islam and Islamic mysticism.
However, it is his Punjabi poetry which had popular appeal and earned him lasting fame.
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